
 
 

Summer Movie Schedule 

Movies will be shown at the  

Vermontville Community Center 

All movies begin at 2:00 
Popcorn and water will be provided 

You can bring pillows and blankets or lawn chairs for your comfort 

 

June 12:  How to Train Your Dragon #3   
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

June 19:  Wonder Park 

 

 

 

 

June 26: The Lego Movie 2:  the Second Part 

 

 

 

 

From DreamWorks Animation comes a surprising tale about growing 

up, finding the courage to face the unknown… and how nothing can 

ever train you to let go. What began as an unlikely friendship 

between an adolescent Viking and a fearsome Night Fury dragon 

has become an epic trilogy spanning their lives. When the sudden 

appearance of a female Light Fury coincides with the darkest 

threat their village has ever faced, Hiccup and Toothless must 

journey to a hidden world thought only to exist in myth. In this last 

chapter, Hiccup and Toothless will finally discover their true 

destinies, and dragon and rider will fight ogether to protect 

everything they've grown to treasure.  Rated PG--Run Time 104 

minutes 

Buckle up for a fun-tastic family adventure where anything is 

possible! Future inventor June discovers her dream amusement park 

is real. But when trouble hits, she takes her misfit team of animal 

friends on an unforgettable journey to save the park.  Rated PG—

Run Time 85 minutes 

Emmet, Lucy & Batman are back in an epic adventure as they face a 

huge threat from outer space that will test their courage, creativity 

and may reveal how special they really are.  Rated PG Run time 107 

minutes 



 
 

  

July 3:  Muppets From Space 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

July 10:   Space Buddies 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

July 17:  E.T. the Extra Terrestial 

 

 

 

 

 

The Muppets embark on a hilarious extra-terrestrial adventure in hopes of 

finding out about Gonzo’s past, and discover that Gonzo’s family members 

are aliens from a distant planet! Gonzo then gets a message that his 

relatives are coming up for a visit…from outer space! But when word gets 

out on Miss Piggy’s talk show, UFO Mania, that the friendly aliens are 

coming, a secret government agency led by K. Edgar Singer (Jeffrey 

Tambor) captures Gonzo and goes to great lengths to learn when his extra-

terrestrial family will arrive. Now only the Muppets, led by Kermit and Miss 

Piggy, can save Gonzo and make the world safe for a friendly alien invasion.  

Rated G.  Run Time 88 minutes 

 Disney’s irresistible talking puppies are back in an all-new movie that takes 

them where no Buddy has gone before-- the moon! With the help of some 

stellar new friends, this out-of-this-world adventure is one small step for 

dog, one giant leap for dogkind. 

Moving at warp speed, dodging asteroids and more, the Buddies and their 

two new friends, Spudnick and Gravity, must summon their courage and 

ingenuity to launch plans for a moon landing and a rocketing trip back home. 

Will they have the right stuff? Rated G.  Run Time 84 minutes 

Relive the adventure and magic in one of the most beloved motion pictures of 

all-time, E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial, from Academy Award-winning director 

Steven Spielberg. Captivating audiences of all ages, this timeless story 

follows the unforgettable journey of a lost alien and the 10-year-old boy he 

befriends. Join Elliot, Gertie, and Michael as they come together to help E.T. 

find his way back home. Rated PG.  Run Time 117 minutes 



 
 

 

 

July 24:  Spark: A Space Tail 

 

 

 

 

 

July 31: The Goonies 

When a power-hungry general plans to wipe out the planet, no one but 

wisecracking Spark and his friends can stop him. An action-packed 

space odyssey filled with humor and heart, Spark: A Space Tail is an 

epic adventure about becoming the hero you were born to be. Rated 

PG, Run Time 92 minutes 

A group of ordinary kids discover a secret treasure map, their sleepy 

seaport lives are suddenly transformed into a fun-filled, roller-coaster 

ride.  Rated PG.  Run Time 118 minutes 


